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Abstract
Radiological diagnostic errors may have serious clinical and medico-legal implications. Previous work has reported that radiology has a reasonable incidence of error, a number of which are resulted from observer mistakes. The
radiologists’ interaction with the image is critical, and studying the types of
diagnostic errors to improve patient and radiologist wellbeing, reduce cost
and improve the public perception of the health care system is well justified.
Therefore, the aim of current review is to consider the primary types of diagnostic errors in radiology, as well as their causes and implications with a focus on mammographic misdiagnosis.
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1. Introduction
Medical diagnostic errors, defined here as missed, delayed or wrong diagnoses,
are the second most common medical mistake in Australia [1] [2] and globally
[3] [4] behind procedure errors. Diagnostic errors often go undetected or unreported in the medical field [5]. Nonetheless, it has been documented that inaccurate diagnoses are a major cause of adverse medical events and are linked with
higher morbidity when compared to other kinds of medical errors [6] [7] [8].
Around 100,000 individuals in the US are estimated to lose their lives each year
as a result of medical errors [9], resulting in higher mortality rates in a given
year than AIDS (16,516), breast cancer (42,297) or automobile accidents
(43,458) [10]. Furthermore, 47% of adverse events related to diagnostic errors
result in serious disability [11].
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001 Mar. 31, 2019
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Whilst the medical and social effects of diagnostic errors are clear, there are
other issues. The direct impact of errors on specialists is well reported [12], where
associated legal action has been shown to be strongly linked with high stress, anxiety, guilt, self-criticism, depression, and fearful feelings [13] [14]. Non-medical
health practitioners are also affected, with evidence demonstrating that career
satisfaction, ability to sleep, relationships with co-workers and self-esteem were
all adversely altered as a consequence of a diagnostic error [9] [14] [15]. In addition, it has been shown that after being involved in major medical errors, associated difficulties with sleeping and concentrating may raise the risk of further
medical errors in the future in turn [16]. A survey completed by 3171 health
workers from a variety of disciplines in the US and Canada demonstrated the
prevalence of such effects; of those practitioners involved in major medical errors, 61% experienced increased anxiety of future potential errors, 44% demonstrated reduced self-confidence in their skills as specialists, 42% had a reduced
ability to sleep, 42% experienced decreased job satisfaction and 13% felt that
their professional reputation was damaged [17]. These data highlighted the wider implications of medical errors.
Medical errors cause an enormous economic burden on both governments
and individuals. It is estimated that in 75% of the diagnostic error cases, the average compensation payout in Australia exceeded payment of more than AU
$100 k [18] and out of 75% of errors for which compensation was paid, 70%
could have been prevented [19]. Similar results were shown in US for diagnostic
errors made specifically in radiology, with a total estimation of more than US
$38 billion compensatory payments in 2001 with US$17 billion of these costs
associated with preventable mistakes [20] [21]. A recent analysis of malpractice
claims for diagnostic errors gathered from the US National Practitioner Data
Bank in the period between 1986 and 2010 identified around 100,000 cases of
malpractice claims, with diagnostic error in radiology being the main causal
agent (29%), with an average cost per claim of US$386,849 [22].
Specific radiologic procedures appear to be particularly associated with diagnostic error. Medical insurance agencies in North America [23] and in the UK
[24] reported that most lawsuit cases against radiologists arose from a failure to
diagnose breast cancer, lung cancer and orthopaedic fractures [24] [25]. In a
14-year Italian study, the main cause of error was associated with cancer diagnosis (43.5% of all disease states), with 60% of errors involving breast [3] [4]. In the
later years of this Italian study, the number of claims for missed breast cancer
increased markedly, with claims made to insurance companies amounting to
US$132 in just 178 cases [4]. According to the Physician Insurers Association of
America, radiologists were the specialists most frequently sued in malpractice
lawsuits involving breast cancer [26].

1.1. Errors in Missed Cancers
Early detection of most kinds of cancers provides better survival outcomes [27],
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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and as highlighted above, misdiagnoses may result in a variety of serious consequences [28]. Since the most frequent type of diagnostic errors occur with neoplasms located within the breast, we will examine these conditions with a greater
level of detail.
Mammographic images are the primary diagnostic tool for the early detection
of breast cancer. Early detection of breast cancer reduces mortality and can lead
to treatment that is more effective. The 5-year survival rate is 97% for patients
with local stage cancer, but this decreases to 78% and 22% when regional spread
and distant disease is reported, respectively [29] [30] [31]. Mammographic
screening leading to appropriate intervention has been shown to reduce breast
cancer deaths in women aged 50 - 69 by up to 30% [32]; Nonetheless the missed
cancer rate remains high even with technological advances over the last two
decades. For example, 30% - 70% of breast cancers diagnosed at follow-up
mammography are visible on earlier mammograms which are originally interpreted as normal [33]. In a review of 320 breast cancer cases in a screened population, 24% were missed at screening mammography, and of the missed cancers,
61% were visible in retrospect suggesting these cancers could have been detected
sooner [34]. In a study of the 40 - 49 years old group, almost 50% of cancers
were missed at screening mammography, meaning that maybe half of reported
cancers present as interval (symptomatic) cancers [35]. A study carried out by
the Medical Image Optimization and Perception Group (MIOPeG) investigating
the performance of experienced readers using images where the cancer was visible and had been previously identified (and biopsy-proven), reported that a median value of 44% of lesions were missed by 116 Australian and New Zealand
breast imaging readers [36]. With 1,726,099 mammography studies being performed in Australia in 2011, and 1 million new breast cancer cases being reported each year globally, the impact of radiologic misdiagnosis on public health
is a hugely important issue [16] [35] [37].
While 74% of interpretative errors in radiology are linked to cognitive and
system factors [38], it is suggested that only 5% of missed cancers actually have a
technical origin [34]. Understanding the radiologists’ interaction with the image
is therefore critically important, and studying the types of radiologic diagnostic
errors in order to improve patient and practitioner wellbeing, reduce cost and
improve the public perception of the health system is well justified. The types of
diagnostic errors occurring in radiology have been well described for almost four
decades, and these fall into two main groups: Cognitive errors (such as a missed
lung nodule when interpreting a chest radiograph) are usually associated with
problems of visual perception (search, recognition, interpretation). System errors (such as failure to suggest the next appropriate procedure and failure to
communicate results in a timely and clinically appropriate manner) are usually
linked to problems with the health system or context of care delivery [39] [40].
Since a large number of radiologic errors result from observer interactions with
the image (perception errors), this will be the focus of current review.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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1.2. Perception Errors
Using eye position tracking, a technique that can record a radiologist’s gaze and
monitor which regions of the images are looked at, it has been found that perception errors can be classified into three categories based on the length of fixation (point where of gaze remains continuously for 100 milliseconds or more
within a specified image region) and dwell time (total time spent by reader fixating a specific location) [41] (Figure 1). These categories are search, recognition and decision errors [42]-[46].
To understand search errors it is first necessary to be aware of the global-focal
model of perception in radiology which has been well described elsewhere [47]
and will be summarized here. The global-focal model of perception in radiology
is divided into two stages: Firstly, a rapid global impression takes place, (holistic
acquisition of information from the entire image), when the radiologist rapidly
examines an image and compares it with normal templates that he or she has
mentally stored through prior knowledge and experience [48] [49]. Any perturbations from normality are then flagged and referred to for a more detailed examination. This initial stage of the image interpretation takes as little as a few
hundred milliseconds [50], with Kundel and Nodine (1975) reporting that experienced radiologists could find 70% of the nodules on chest X-rays when presented with just a 200 millisecond “flash” image [51]. Other researchers repeated
the experiment with experts reading a test set of mammograms found that radiologists correctly recognized 51% of lesions in the “flash” condition compared to
69% when unlimited time was offered [32]. It is proposed that information from
the global impression is then used to direct and inform the second analytic or
detailed stage, where the fovea is directed to the location of flagged areas to collect diagnostic features from the abnormality and its background [48] [49]. Logical rules are employed in the analytic search to combine these features in meaningful ways, to determine whether these features should be reported as normal
or abnormal findings [48] [49].

Figure 1. (a) An observer setup to record eye-positions during a search task. (b)
Eye-position pattern of a radiologist searching for lesions in mammogram. Each circle
represents the location of the fixations using a details search. The larger the circle the
longer time spent fixating that location. The scan path followed by the eye is indicated by
the lines between fixations clusters [41].
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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1.3. Errors of Omission (False Negative Outcomes)
There are three types of errors of omission. The first category is composed of
search errors, in which the interpreting radiologist fails to fixate the lesion and
hence it is not reported [41] [42]. The second type of error is a recognition error,
which occurs when the areas containing abnormalities are detected, but they are
not fixated long enough (usually less than 1 second) to allow the recognition of
an abnormal finding at the location. Finally, decision making errors are those in
which an abnormality is detected and fixated for a long time, usually 1 second or
longer, but ultimately misinterpreted as normal or benign. The 1 second fixation
period appears to be an important threshold for decision making as previous
work on pulmonary nodules showed that 10 % of fixations on correctly detected
lesion were shorter than 1 second and at about 1 second 90% of pulmonary lesions were identified [51].
The evidence suggests that approximately 30%, 25% and 45% of missed breast
and lung cancers belong to search recognition and decision errors respectively.
This classification of errors has been studied in chest [42], bone [43] [44], and
mammograms [4] [46]. The rate of occurrence of these types of errors may depend on a number of features including lesion size, contrast, and shape, along
with border sharpness and continuity, as well as the experience of the reading
radiologist. These factors will be considered below [41] [42] [44] [52] [53].
Dwell duration at a given location along with reader experience has been
found to be linked with decision outcome. It has been shown that more experienced readers find lesions faster [45]. For example, less experienced radiologists took 1.8 seconds to first fixate microcalcification clusters and 1.5 seconds to
detect masses, while more experienced readers needed only 0.9 and 0.6 seconds
to first fixate on the same lesion-types in mammogram [45]. In addition, it was
found that after the first 25 seconds of searching, the chance of reporting a false
positive decision is increased by 50%, thus indicating the important role played
by the global impression in overall image perception and in directing focal
search [45]. However, reference [54] reported that readers dwell longer on detected lesions than they do on missed lesions. Nonetheless, faulty search is not
the dominant causal agent for errors, as it is estimated that only 30% of missed
lesions in breast and lung cancer are due to improper search strategies [51] [55].
Certainly, cancers are missed not only because they are not detected by the radiologist, but also because they are not recognized as cancer [56]. Recognition and
decision errors may reflect insufficient training, inexperience, prior conditioning, fatigue, poor judgment, or simply a subtle case in which the wrong decision
is made [57].

2. Factors That Affect Interpretation
A number of factors can affect mammographic interpretation, including issues
regarding the reader themselves and others relating to the image. Both will be
considered here.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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2.1. Reader Characteristics
The accuracy of mammographic image reading among individual radiologists is
highly variable and factors such as experience can affect lesion detection accuracy. Previous studies looking at how reader characteristics impact upon performance reveal an inconsistency [58]-[64]. Some authors have concluded that annual reading volume was not linked with performance [58] [59] [60] [61]. While
others suggest that sensitivity improved with individuals having more experience
reporting mammography [63], having undergone fellowship training [62], reading higher volumes if overall reading load remains less than 1000 cases per year
[63] and higher reading loads in general specificity appears to increase with
higher reading volumes [63]. Other factors that appear to be occasionally relevant include the numbers of years certified as a radiologist, years of experience
and hours reading per week [63] [64] (Table 1).
A more recent study by reference [36] aimed to address this confusing picture
by highlighting whether performance patterns are dependent on volume-based
groupings and years of experience. This paper argued that without allocating radiologists to specific groupings determined by defined reading volumes, subtle
findings regarding the influence of radiologic characteristics on performance can
be obscured by grouping all radiologists together. Key findings from that paper
were as follows; radiologists who read less than 1000 mammograms per year,
appear to have lower performance scores than those who read more than 1000
cases per year and readers with annual reading volumes of less than 1000 demonstrate reduced performance with increased years reading mammograms. This
inverse relationship between performance and numbers of years reading mammograms is counter-intuitive and simply stated suggests that when performing a
particular task at low activity, one becomes worse, not better with increasing
time. On the other hand, readers with an annual volume of reading mammographic images of greater than 5000, showed positive correlations between radiologists performance and number of years qualified along with number of years
as well as numbers of hours, each week reading mammograms. Interestingly,
this positive correlation is not linked to enhanced detection of cancer, but instead associated with the increased ability to recognize normal images. This
means that the true discriminating agent that separates individuals performing
at the highest levels from others is the ability to recognize what is normal. However, for readers with an annual volume between 1000 to 5000 mammographic
readings, performance scores were significantly related only to the number of
mammographic readings per year [36].
Numerous other factors can lead affect radiologists performance, such as the
reader’s fatigue [68], insufficient views of the anatomy, technical errors and not
using prior images for comparison and the relatively low prevalence of breast
cancer in screening populations [69]. Furthermore, the consequences on radiologist’ performance by being involved in making previous incorrect decision must
also be acknowledged. For example, if a false positive error had been highlighted,
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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Table 1. Summary for the studies examined the impact of radiologists’ characteristics on
mammographic diagnostic accuracy
Study

Conclusions

No. of participants

Volume not generally associated with higher
performance, but increases in sensitivity were related
to volume for radiologists who read 1000
Haneuse et al. 2012 [58]
mammograms per year. Interpretive volume and
diagnostic performance have complex multifaceted
relationships.

107

Specificity higher with increased volume. No
significant differences were shown between radiologist
Molins et al. 2008 [59]
who read less or more than 5000 mammograms per
year.

200

No evidence was observed between radiologist
Barlow et al. 2004 [60] accuracy and years interpreting mammograms or
mammographic reading volume.

124

Miglioretti et al. 2007
[61]

Annual volume was not statistically significantly
associated with sensitivity or false-positive rate. Reader
characteristics failed to explain variations in
performance.

Fellowship training in breast imaging was the only
Elmore et al. 2009 [62] characteristic significantly associated with improved
sensitivity.
Cornford et al. 2010 [64]

High volume of reading (more than 25,000/3 years)
was associated with higher sensitivity.

123

462

37

Total lifetime number of mammograms read, but not
Elmore et al. 1998 [65] mammograms per year was associated with higher
performance.

150

Radiologists with lower volume of mammographic
Esserman et al. 2002 [66] readings had statistically significantly lower sensitivity
than high-volume radiologists.

254

Reed et al. 2010 [63]

Improved reader performance was found for increased
levels of years certified, years of experience, and hours
reading per week. Annual mammographic case loads
of 5000 or more or between 2000 and 4999, had
statistically significantly higher scores than those who
read less than 1000 cases per year.

50

Beam et al. 2003 [67]

ROC curves against annual reading volume showed no
relationship.

110

then the relevant radiologist may only report lesions that are very obvious, whereas if the reported error is a false negative type, then the tendency of radiologists would be to lower the suspicion threshold for reporting a lesion [70].

2.2. Satisfaction of Search
“Satisfaction of search” (SOS), is also another perceptual factor that affects radiologist performance, where the detection of one lesion is hindered by the successful detection of another lesion when two lesions are visible. Estimates of SOS
errors have ranged from one-fifth to one-third of misses in general radiology
and may be as high as 91% in emergency medicine [71]. Ashman et al. (2000)
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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compared the detection in single abnormalities and multiple abnormalities in
plain radiographs and found a similar pattern in both groups; around one third
missed a second lesion when two lesions were visible, however, the detection rate
for second and third abnormalities in the multiple finding cases was about one
half compared with that for cases single lesion [72]. Renfrew (1992) reported
that SOS accounted for almost 6% of the errors [72] [73]. Berbaum and colleagues (2010) found that premature search termination is generally not the
main cause of SOS; rather, faulty pattern recognition and/or faulty decision
making seem to be the more likely the causal agent [74]. Therefore, Manning
and his colleagues suggested that it is better to use the term ‘satisfaction of decision’ when describing such errors/phenomenon [75].

3. Image and Lesion Features
Breast density: On the basis of mammographic appearance, breasts have two
major components: fibroglandular tissue and fat. Fibroglandular tissue is a combination of fibrous connective tissue (the stroma) and glandular tissue (epithelium). Fibroglandular tissue has a higher x-ray attenuation coefficient than fat,
and therefore is less transparent to x-rays. Thus, regions of fibroglandular tissue
appear brighter on mammograms and breasts with a high percentage of fibroglandular tissue are referred to as having high mammographic density [76] [77].
The amount of breast density is an important biological factor, as the higher the
density in the breast, the higher the risk of breast cancer [78]. Breast density is
classified using the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) lexicons for reporting findings on mammography and it is divided into four categories: BI-RADS-A indicates a primarily fatty breast; BI-RADS-B scattered fibroglandular densities; BI-RADS-C a breast that is heterogeneously dense; and
BI-RADS-D, an extremely dense breast (Figure 2) [79].
Many lesions are very subtle, making them difficult to detect and distinguish
from surrounding breast tissue and previous studies have shown that missed lesions tend to occur in more dense breasts [80] [81] [82]. Mammographic sensitivity decreases from 80% - 98% in fatty breasts to 29.2% - 75% in mammographically dense breasts in both screening and diagnostic scenarios [83]-[93].
Furthermore, specificity is decreased in women from 96.9% in fatty breasts to
89.1% in extremely dense breasts [87] [94]. If the cancer superimposed on the
dense background fibroglandular tissue, it may be masked partly or completley,
causing difficulty with breast cancer detection and resulting in cancers progressing to an advanced stage [81] [82].
Lesion size and shape: Lesion size can affect lesion detectability as previous
reports have found that the most commonly missed cancers in mammography
are lesions that are very small in size [80], and especially so if the lesion is visible
only in a single view. Goergen et al. reviewed 146 cases using double readings,
and when the two readers disagreed, a third reader reviewed the case. It was
shown that the lesions that were reviewed by the third reader were smaller in
size than those detected by the primary two readers [95].
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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Figure 2. Variation in breast density according to BI-RADS lexicons as described by three
senior examiners of the American Board of Radiology: (a) Fatty breast; (b) scattered fibroglandular densities; (c) heterogeneously dense; (d) extremely dense breast [79].

Lesion shape is another crucial feature that may affect lesion detectability
since radiologists commonly use lesion shape and margin features to classify
breast masses into benign and malignant, with these lesions having different
shape characteristics [96]. A common appearance of malignant breast masses is
a stellate or starburst presentation, with a variable contour that is usually accompanied by spiculations from the edges of the mass. On the other hand, benign breast masses generally consist of smooth contours and a round or oval
shape [96]. Reference [80] found that missed cancers were commonly irregular
in shape (Figure 3). However, some caution must be taken since the differential
diagnosis, whether benign or malignant, cannot confidently be based on the
mass shape as a number of benign lesions can be irregular in appearance [97].
Whilst a number of previous studies have considered the effect of shape and
margin of masses and resultant findings have been used to improve cancer detection [98] [99], the range of shape features that has been studied is limited.
This is likely due to the difficulties associated defining precisely the shape of
masses that stand out against the parenchymal background compared with calcifications [100]. However, the importance of shape characteristics and their impact on mass characterization can enhance our understanding of why visible
cancers may be missed in mammography and thus inform future radiology
DOI: 10.4236/ojmi.2019.91001
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Figure 3. Four types of masses were delineated by an American Board Radiologist examiner. Left to right: A round mass, an oval mass, a microlobulated malignant tumor,
and a spiculated and irregular malignant tumor [80].

training programs and innovative computer-aided systems. Our group recently
studied a greater array of image and lesion characteristics than normally investigated to further elucidate which specific feature(s) were making the lesion less
likely to be reported [99]. We confirmed that lesion size and shape were critically important, but in particular we showed that the appearances of spiculation
appear to be strongly related to reducing detection of cancer meaning that the
more rounded the margins, the more chance we are to detect the cancer, and
cancers with irregular margins or greater levels of spiculation have a lower detectability rate. Surprisingly, the authors of that paper reported that gray level or
brightness characteristics had little effect on detection compared with geometric
(shape) features. This latter finding was unexpected because poor lesion contrast
is often reported as a key feature that limits diagnostic accuracy in mammography [100]. The overall conclusion; however, was that mammographic sensitivity
may be adversely affected without appropriate attention to spiculation.

4. Conclusion
The present review demonstrates that radiological errors are not uncommon.
The reasons for error are multifactorial, but they can be due to observer interaction with the image which relies at least in part on image characteristics and
reader experiences. Identification and reduction of diagnostic error may provide
a measure of how efficient a healthcare system is, and should reduce mortality,
morbidity and the length of hospital stays along with reductions in associated
healthcare costs. It is therefore in clinicians’ interest and those of their patients
to try to reduce risk as much as possible, recognizing that medical care is often a
balance of risk and benefit. If both radiologists and patients are fully aware of
these risks, the resulting expectations will be realistic.
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